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Spartan Shops gives A.S. $16,000
By BILL BELLOU
The Associated Students inherited more than $lt;,000 late last week from
Spartan Shops Inc.. after an investigation concerning who is entitled to campus
vending machine profits.
At its Thursday meeting, the Spartan Shops board of directors voted to
donate $16,404.39 after learning the results of the investigation --headed by
George Watts, student affairs business manager.
Watts revealed that vending machine assets were removed from the A.S.
account in 1968 and transferred to the Spartan Shops-- -a non-profit group that
runs the bookstore and campus food services.
The action of the board drew sharp criticism from SJS Business Affairs
Director Glen Guttormsen, an influential member of the board who was on a
business trip and missed Thursday’s meeting.
Guttormsen, who was in charge when the account transfer was made in 1968,
told the Spartan Daily yesterday that students have never had control of vending
machine profits.
"Although the funds were under the A.S. account hack then, the money was

handled by (then -Student Affairs Business Manager)William Felse," explained
Guttormsen. "The student council had no direct control over the funds, but
instead Felse appropriated it to benefit students generally."
Guttormsen said be switched the vending accounts in 1968 merely to make
supervision of the money easier. "Before then there were only a few machines
for cigarettes and candy," he said. "But as we foresaw the switch in the
cafeteria from hot food to vending machines, we believed it would be best to
combine the accounts under Spartan Shops.
"I wish I had been at the meeting to make these points clear," the discouraged Guttormsen added yesterday. "I would probably have voted against
the move and favored the money staying in the Spartan Shops."
Guttormsen further stated that more than $9,000 of the $16,000 profit from
the vening machines has already been used to install new machines in the
cafeteria.
"At the very most, the students should have received only $6-7,000,"
claimed Guttormsen.
At Thursday’s meeting student members on the Spartan Shops board- -
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Riles sees curriculum change
By ROGER WOO
Wilson Riles, state superintendent
of public instruction, predicted a dramatic shift in public school curriculums
the remainder of this century toward a
broad range of technical and professional skills.
"The over -emphasis on collegepreparation does not square with the facts
of life," Riles said. "Only 12 per cent
of the nation’s jobs require a college
degree."
In remarks before joint labor-management graduation ceremonies for
electrical apprentices last Friday,
Riles said school curriculums have
traditionally been designed "as if earning and learning had nothing in
common.
"It’s foolish to set up a program
that is geared only to college when we
don’t need the skills and they’re (students) not going to use them at all. So
if we require everyone to have a salable
skill, including those who go to college, it will help in a number of ways,"
Riles said.
"We get the feeling in this country
sometimes that if you don’t go to college, you’re not quite as good as the
next person. I hope we can do away
with that idea, and get over the point
that the real purpose of the world
is that ’every one has a place in it and
we should provide for it," Riles added.
"We’re trying to bring some relevance into our high school training
programs so that we meet the needs
of today and tomorrow," he said.
Under career education, the grade
school years are used to build a broad
foundation, including a positive attitude
toward the self and the work world,
and a familiarity with all occupations -technical and professional.
During the junior high years all

students explore career clusters, or
groupings, and during the senior high
years selection, intensified preparation
and placement go on.
Schools will actually have a job
placement service. Every student graduates with some marketable skill, and
has options of continuing training, going
to college or entering an occupation.
In a separate interview, Riles

commented on the raising of tuition
for foreign students and the proposed
name change of state colleges to uni-

versities.
Riles thought the tuition raise was
"unfair."
"I opposed this on the basis that
they came under one set of rules.
Many of them are 6,000 miles away
from home. I just think it’s unfair
to raise those fees after they’re here.
"It would create too much of a hardship. I’m supporting it in every way
I can, kir those students who came under
one understanding, to keep our com-

mitments.

’
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"I think it has to do with our own
image and our integrity. We have these
students here and we ought to make it
possible for them to complete their
work.
Riles supported the change of state
colleges to universities to a certain
degree.
"I think there are some state colleges that are just as qualified to be
a university as some of the universities. Particularly, I would say San
Jose is one.
"I think it’s the oldest institution
in the state. It certainly has the student body and it’s well worthy of being
a university and I think this is long
overdue," Riles said.
Riles also pointed out, "I would like
to see those that become universities,
really be universities in every sense
of the word.
"If you do not do that and just hand
this to them for status purposes, it
tends to dilute those institutions that
are meeting the criteria."
Specifically, Riles named Fresno,
Long Beach, San Diego, Los Angeles
and San Francisco State Colleges as
meeting the criteria as universities.

-.-......"......,*

by A.S. Pres. Mike Buck --pressed hard for the $16,000, which was the vending
machine profit from 1961 through 1968. They further asked for the profits
accrued during the past four years, when Spartan Shops had control.
Administrators on the board rejected the second request and asked for a
compromise by agreeing to the first. The four students on the board agreed
not to press the matter and the vote was unanimous, 8-0.
During the past semester Spartan Shops came under attack from both Pres.
Buck and the Spartan Daily for failing to contribute a "fair share" of its profits
to the College Union in exchange for office space.
The Shops contended that it could not pay because its profits were stashed in
eight various reserve accounts to provide for emergencies.
Student board of director members contended the eight accounts overlapped
and asked that they be reduced to five in order to raise the necessary money.
Although that has not yet been done, the Shops did donate $25,000 to the
College Union late in the semester. Buck contended the Spartan Daily stories
and student pressure accounted for the donation.

Prosecution lists

claims against Angela
The first twelve names of 116 prospective
jurors --five men and seven women ---were
drawn Monday in the opening of Black activist Angela Davis’ murder, kidnap and conspiracy trial.
Superior Court Judge Richard E.
Arnason ordered jury selection to begin,
after a private conference with attorneys
delayed the trial’s start by 45 minutes.
After putting the question of personal
problems or inconveniences to jurors, who
may have to spend up to six months in court,
Judge Arnason excused two 18 -year -old prospective jurors.
Kathleen A. Gribble, a freshmen at the
University of Santa Clara and Joseph E.
Micheal, a student at De Anza College, both
cited college as a reason for their dismissal.
Micheal said his father went into the hospital five days ago with a diabetic condition
and money from his part-time job in a
gas station was needed to support his family.
Another prospective juror, Mrs. Marjorie
F. Morgan, a native of Santa Clara County
and wife of a retired tractor repair shop
owner, was challenge for cause.
The action came after Mrs. Morgan testified that she believed Angela Davis was
probably guilty, "I’ve read so much, I don’t
think I could grant her a fair trial," Mrs.
Morgan said.
No decision was made on two other prospective jurors and a decision on another will
be detided at this morning’s court session.
After the prosecution entered the names of
their 103 witnesses lobe called in the lengthy
trial, Miss Davis entered a plea of not guilty.

On August sixth, Angela and Jonathan
visited the Mann County Courthouse to view
the facilities.
On August seventh, Jonathan entered the
courtroom where James E. McClain was
being tried by Judge Haley, and took the place
over with guns.
0 On August seventh, Jonathan, Ruchell
Magee, McClain, and William J. Christmas
took hostages. The hostages included Judge
Haley and held them in exchange for the
release of the Soledad Brothers.
August seventh, the four above loaded
the hostages into a yellow Encoline Van and
fired upon the police.
August seventh, Magee shot Judge Haley
in the face at close range and killed him with
the Spanish -made shotgun provided by Angela
Davis.
August seventh, Miss Davis bought a
ticket in San Francisco and departed by plane
for Los Angeles.

Along with the kidnap, murder, and conspiracy charges against Miss Davis, there
are thirteen specific prosecution claims:
O Participating in a rally in Los Angeles
with Jonathan Jackson and advocating release
of the Soledad Brothers.
0 On or before August sixth, Angela
bought and provided Jackson with a Browning
.380 pistol.
On or before August seventh, Angela
provided Jonathan with a .30 caliber, Plainfield rifle carbine, bought in Los. Angeles.
0 On or about August fourth, Angela and
Jonathan visited San Quentin to see George
Jackson.
On or before August fifth, Angela and
Jonathan bought a 12-guage Spanish -made
shotgun in San Francisco which was eventually
used by Ruchell Magee to shoot Judge Harold
Haley.

MA.
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In SJS ’one -of -a -kind’ radiology lab

Students to study radioactive substances
By SHIRLEY-ANNE OWDEN
By next September, some science students will not think twice about putting on

their radioactivity detection badges, slip ping on their rubber gloves and being electronicallv frisked before going to class.
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Dr. Ruth Yaffe

Dr. Ruth Yaffe readies electronic hoist in
radiology storage cave.

It will not be unusual because for the brand
new three story radiology lab on campus,
It will be standard procedure.
The unique facility, the only one of its
kind in the state college system, is located
between Duncan Hall Phase I (the building now
in use) and Duncan Hall Phase II (the building now under construction.)
When completed, the 10,000 square foot
lab will be able to handle 50 or 60 students
at one time plus independent research by
graduate students.
Students will learn how to handle radioactive substances safely and correctly so that
they may go directly into jobs that require
such knowledge after graduation.
Training in all aspects of science utilizing radioisotopes including botany, physics,
biology, chemistry and soil, air and water
pollution will be given.
Inside the lab it’s a whole new world with
two foot thick concrete walls, pipes you can
see through and a storage cave with five
4 -foot deep holding wells.
When a student enters the lab, he will
check in with a secretary enclosed in a glass
office and will be monitored by a TV monitoring system.
He will take a "film" badge from a rack
by the door and pin it on his lab coat lapel.
The badges work like a photographic plate,
but are sensitive to radioactivity rather than
light. These badges will be developed and
checked every two weeks.
Individual "cut le pies," or detection
meters that look like Buck Rogers guns,
will survey everyone for radioactivity counts
before they enter the lab and also before
they leave.
Once inside the facility the student will
find:
two teaching labs equipped for 12 students each;
three counting rooms;
two biology- -biochemistry workrooms;
one animal room;
one plant room;
three isolated workrooms.
Also, there is a mechanical room where the
fans and power controls are, a tank room for

waste disposal, a storage cave, change rooms
and a dark room.
The emphasis is on safety and because
of this the ventilation system, for example,
is far more complex than in a normal building.
In areas where there is little potential
for hazard there will tea four to six complete
air changes per hour and in areas with greater
potential for hazard there will be up to 15
air changes per hour.
The basement has over 100 feet of monorail track on which the big lead bottles called
"pigs" containing radioactive substances will
be placed.
The "pigs" will be pulled along the track
manually to the storage cave and then lowered
by electronic hoist into the ground.
The entire lab was designed by Dr. Ruth
Yaffe, chemistry professor. According to Dr.
Arnold Schein, chemistry department head, it
was Dr. Yaffe who is responsible for the
existence of the lab today.
But the project dates back to 1958, a year
after Dr. Yaffe became a faculty member at
SJS.
"At that time," explained Dr. Yaffe, "the
state colleges were governed by the Board
of Education and it was decided that instruction in the use of radioisotopes was a necessary part of the educational program."
It was decided that not every state college
should have such a program, but SJS would.
This decision was made before the advent of
the Board of Trustees and the chancellor of
the California State Colleges.
Since that time, while three presidents and
three deans have come and gone at SJS,
Dr. Yaffe has quietly gone about the business
of designing and overseeing the construction
of the new lab.
State architects, unfamiliar with the unique
requirements necessary for a radiology lab,
had to be specially advised by Dr. Yaffe.
Work stoppages in the form of legislative hearings and state funding delays forced
retraining of "four or five" sets of architects over the past ten years.
Dr. Yaffe commented, "Now we are in the
anomalous position that the chancellor did not

even realize this was coming. None of the
current administration were even aware that
the lab was approved or planned. They
were interested and amazed to find out."
However, now that the building itself is
almost finished, Gov. Reagan’s cut of capital
outlay budget money this year will force the
lab to be run at something less than its full
capacity.
"We realistically need $500,000 to fully
equip the building," Dr. Yaffe explained, "and
we have been allowed only $50.000 from the
Duncan Phase II budget."
The $50,000 will make it possible for
students to work with low levels of radioactivity, however. Radio -chemistry classes
and nuclear physics classes will be taught
in the lab in September.
A course designed to instruct high school
teachers in the use of radioactive substances
In classroom demonstrations is also planned
But for study of "hot" materials, radioactive substances with high levels of activity.
a television monitoring system and a remote
control handling system will have to be purchased.
"The costs are so expensive, we’re just
able to buy peanuts," Dr. Schein said. But
Dr. Yaffe is optimistic.
We’re beginning slowly in proportion to the
lab’s capacity, but we’ll be able to function
reasonably well in the next three years."
Partly in recognition of her efforts in
the creation of the lab, Dr. Yaffe was recently
named outstanding woman scientist in education in California.
She was presented with an award from the
California Museum of Science and Industry’s
auxiliary, "Muses," last Thursday in Los
Angeles. Later this year a scholarship in
her name will be awarded to a science student.
According to chemistry department head,
Dr. Yaffe "practically single-handedly fought
for, planned for and was successful in" tbs
realization of the unique radioisotope building.
"Only limitations of strength and materials
precluded her from pouring the actual
cement," he said.
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Life, luck and the lottery
Thumbling, through "A History gamble.
of the American Empire," that
The winners, the young men
enticing volume packed with ad- born on the right dates, were
venture, violence, greed and the relieved and happy --they were
girl next door --and that’s just the born free.
Each year, thousands ot men
Howard Hughes affair --we find that
parents,
their
curse
historians date the fall of American would
curse the day they first met, and
society to 1969.
For it was in that year that the most of all, curse the act of love
government devised a fun little that brought them into the world
that dark day.
game called a draft lottery.
"Why have they done this
It was a fun game for those to me?" asked a dazed 19 -year -old
liberal politicians who hailed it born on March 6, the No. 1 loser in
as a fine way to make sure that the 1972 lottery.
every young man, including stuThe winners, of course, would
dents and married men, would embrace their parents and shower
serve his country.
them with thanks and praise for
It was a fun game for those having done what they did when they
led
hai
who
tans
itic
conservative pol
did.
it as a fine way to make sure that
And soon, each year on the
every young man, especially dirty, lottery day, entire families would
lazy college kids and cowards who cower before their television sets
had married to avoid the draft, waiting to see who would win and
would serve his country.
who would lose.
It was a fun game, too, for the
Needless to say, great resentgenerals and admirals who were ment grew between the winning and
glad that somebody would always losing families until, one day,
be there to die for his country. American society just vanished.
"Somebody has to do it, they
The losers, we read, never
said fearlessly.
came home from the wars that
And the draft lottery was a fun never ended.
game for the thousands of clerks
Everybody else, it seems, just
and secretaries who manned the stopped making babies.
nation’s thousands of draft boards.
"After all," people would ask,
They would never have to worry "why make love, get married, buy
about what to do without having two cars and a house when you have
forms to type and notices to mail. to worry about being the proud
In fact, the draft lottery was fun parent of a loser?"
for everyone except the losers and
So it came to pass that the only
even the winners.
survivors were the very few
The reaction of these men, our withered winners from the original
historians tell us, cause the 1969 lottery.
crumbling from within that decayed
But without sex and war,
American society.
Amer i ca --just
winning --and
The lottery, we see, was a wasn’t fun anymore.

Protecting the California coast
by Larry Mauter
The California coast has taken
the abuse of land developers, industry and others interested in
extracting wealth from the 1,000
mile expanse of coast for a long
time.
In the last two sessions of the
California Legislature, coastline
protection bills have met with defeat.
Now, in 1972, people concerned
with saving the coast have a doublebarreled plan which they hope will
preserve the natural beauty of the
coast.
Identical coastline protection
bills have been introduced in the
Senate and the Assembly. Like
Assembly Bill 1471, which died in
a. senate committee last year,
the new bills (SB 100, AB 200)
would create a California Coastal
Zone and Conservation Commission to prepare a master plan for
the 1976 legislature.
From this, six commissions
would be created having the power
to ban any development which
threatened "irreversible damage"
within an area 1,000 yards inland
from the high tide line.
Unlike protection bills of the

past, these measures have bipartisan support and have the backing
of Democratic leaders in both
houses.
To be sure, there is opposition
forming to these legislative acts.
The Santa Monica Evening Outlook
reports several chambers of commerce in the Los Angeles area
have formed a task force pledged
to kill the coastline bills.
J. Jamison Moore, chairman of
the Ocean Industries subcommittee
of the LA Area Chamber of Commerce and a task force member,
claims if coastal legislation is
enacted, a new form of government
would be created that would determine the life styles of Californians.
Working in the opposite direction, a group called the California
Coastal Alliance is going ahead
with plans to present a coastline
initiative to voters in November.
The Alliance will need 350,000
valid signatures to have their initiative calls for the same action
as the proposed legislative measures. If passed, a moratorium on
coastal developments would take
effect until the Coastal Zone and
Conservation Commission pre-

Letters to the editor

‘Cleaners’ on campus
out
the strain of walking off
campus, I see no advantage at
all in dealing with "our" bookstore. Anyone with the coin and
a need can enjoy the same dubious
benefit - and without joining the
club. For whose advantage is the
bookstore run anyway? I, for one,
feel like a well plucked duck.
Not wanting to leave it all on
a sour note, I’d like to express
my most sincere appreciation to
those instructors who remember
"how it was," and now specify
paper backs, where possible that
need not outlive their usefulness.
Is it too early to read a degree
of academic morality creeping into
the system?
Grant Jones
035625

Editor:
I transferred to SJS last fall,
so perhaps I’m not in good form
to take issue with a condition on
campus, (though it is a long way
from unique .among colleges),
which was here when I came. I
refer to the apparent need for a
student service organization (the
Spartan Bookstore) to exploit the
members of the group that gave,
and continue to give it, life.
Last semester there was a lot
of talk about getting the bookstore
to loosen up on some of the well
endowed reserve accounts to begin
paying rent. How ’bout loosening
up on the prices charged and book
refunds received?
Aside from the convenience of
being taken to the cleaners with-

‘Spoon-feed’ students?
Editor:
The "discovery process" as a
method of education is a pretty
popular concept. But before we
fall so deeply in love with it that
we listen to nothing else, let’s try
to remember a trauma we’ve all
probably had to put up with.
Instructor: "O.K., anyone know
what’s happening?"
Student W: "Maybe it’s ’this’?"
Instructor: "Perhaps ’this’ is
important, but not quite what we
want; anyone else?"
Student Z: "How about ’that’?"
Instructor:
" ’That’ is not
really related to what we’re trying
to get at; can anyone else get closer
to what’s happening?"
Student Y: "I think it’s ’the
other thing.’ "
Instructor: "We’ll get to that
later; now think, people, what’s
happening?"
Student Z: "Pardon me, but I’m
not quite sure I know what you’re

driving at; can you give us a clue?"
Instructor:
"I’m sure that
somewhere in your readings you’ve
come across some clues about it;
will someone else care to take a
stab at it?"
Enough. With the vast accumul lation of knowledge so readily
available in books, tapes, movies
and informed minds, you’d think we
could use the ’discovery process’
for getting on to the things that we
don’t know so much about. Things
like peace, respect, kindness and
perhaps the unlearning of war,
bigotry and cruelty.
So let’s not be too quick to
bad-mouth the concepts of ’rote
learning,’
spoon feeding’ and
’programmed instruction’ if they
can more rapidly provide us the
instruments and tools to discover
and dig into the things that we
don’t know so much about.
Va/ Vonheeder
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Bob Pellerin
editor

Jerry
flerdegen
adseriiming manager

The press is the best instrument for

editorial board

enlightening the mind of man and
improving him as a rational, moral
and social being.
--Thomas Jefferson
Vui 59

Staff Comment

Counting ceiling holes
by Stry I’ 1N fibber
I’m worried. There’s an awful
lot of hotes in the ceilings around
here.
I’m not one to dabble in
paranoia but looking up and seeing
seven million dots in every classroom is unnerving.
Holes are no accident. Somebody has been poking around up
there and I want to know why.
Perhaps he wants me to count
the holes.
I’ve tried.
During
dull lectures I’ve got past 2,500.
During final exams I see spots
before my eyes.
Maybe the plot is even more
insidious. At times when I gaze
up at the countless holes my mind

travels to realms of vastness: the
universe, infinity, grains of sand,
pimples.
Confronted with such
frightening thoughts, and humbled
by the constellation of holes I
seek the womb of the lecture. And
I huddle with my notebook in the
warmth of boredom.
The holes are quite possibly a
cleverly disguised device to scare
us into being good, attentive students.
I’ve calculated that 900 buckets
of plaster and 26,000 students
working around the clock for three
months could rid us of the hole
thing. Meanwhile, don’t look up.
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‘High flying arrows’
Editor:
Last Tuesday I was walking
past the field that borders Ninth
Street when I was startled by the
sound of an arrow striking the
wooden barrier next to me. The
arrow had been fired by one of the
students in the archery classes that
use the field next to West Hall. If
that arrow had been a foot or so
higher it easily could have struck
me.
Last semester my roommate
saw an arrow clear the barrier,
nearly hitting a girl walking down
ninth. Last Thursday one of my
friends picked up an arrow in the

middle of Ninth street. It probably
came from one of the archery
classes.
At present the barrier bordering the archery field is only about
four feet high.
If the barrier
were extended to the top of the
fence it would greatly reduce the
possibility of an accidential injury.
The cost of raising the barrier
these extra few feet would be low,
as compared to the cost that would
result if someone were injured, or
killed, by a high flying arrow.
John Ce/estre
D22748

sents its plan to the legislature.
Currently, the Alliance is planning a month long drive to gather
needed signatures. Beginning
March 15, Alliance members will
organize beach walks, coastal
clean ups and other activities with
the purpose of gathering the names
of registered voters.
Members
of
SJS’
Environmental Task Force plan to
distribute information and collect
signatures for the coastal initiaThe will begin their work
tive.
on campus but eventually will carry
their drive into the community.

Staff Comment

More on votes
Ii Sles e Marinucei
After reading John Adkisson’s
response in yesterday’s Daily
to my staff comment on the presidential campaign, I must reply to
the seriousness with which he and
possibly others may have taken my
views.
My comment was a satire and
not meant to be taken as literal
truth, as John apparently did.
The intent of the comment was
to show that there is nothing exciting about what politicians are
saying, which makes the campaign
look rather dull.
Except for George Wallace,
candidates have been speaking in
generalities, being very careful not
to offend or drastically oppose
anyone’s beliefs. Further, most
candidates are following the Nixon
middle-of-the-road style of dialogue.
When I cast my vote, it will
not be for a man with the wishywashy statements we’ve been hearing from Nixon, but for a man who
speaks from the heart and not from
a piece of paper.
To ease your mind, John when it
comes to stepping into that voting
booth, I have no intention of writing
Linus’ name in as my preference
for anything.
I used Linus as a way of saying
that politicians should speak what’s..
on their minds.
I am considering a number of
candidates to support, including
George McGovern. Is there, John,
"a thrilling choice to be made,"
as you say in you letter, between
candidates with different programs
or a bunch of wishy-washy politicians?
A man who fits my formula has
not arrived yet.
Until then, it
doesn’t make much difference who
one votes for.
Yes, John, there is a choice, but
is it as big as you think it is?
Editor’s note:
All student and
faculty members are encouraged to
express their views on any subject in the letters to the editor
secion of the editorial page. Letters may be mailed or brought to
the Spartan Daily office, JC 208,
and must be 250 words or less,
typewritten and double-spaced.
Name and activity or faculty card
number must be included, and all
letters must be signed.
Nonstudents and non -faculty members
are asked to include address, telephone number and title or position.
The Spartan Daily will not print
letters which are libelous or in
poor taste. The editor reserves
the right to edit or cut letters
to conform to space limitations
and to cease publication of letters dealing with subjects he believes have been exhausted.
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fiews Review

First political conference

Blood drive
starts today

[Zketballers bounced
Compiled from Associated Press
by Paula Belshaw
Wire Editor
RENO- -The Pepperdine College basketball team, two
coaches and a referee were removed from a Los Angeles
bound Western Airlines jet Sunday after a stewardess reported she heard remarks to the effect "my friend’s going
to hijack this plane."
The stewardess was unable to identify who made the
remark, but said it came from the section of the cabin where
the Pepperdine team was sitting.
Reno police and agents of the Federal Bureau of Investigation asked team members to leave the plane for questioning, delaying the flight one hour. All were back on board
when the plane left.
Coach Gary Colson told newsmen, "We’re a basketball
team and some of the kids joke around. Maybe one of them
did say something about a hijack, but I don’t know what was
said or who said it."
A federal official commented "We can’t indulge the whim
of a lot of pranksters."

Black caucus meets

"Power concedes nothing
without a demand. It never
did and it never will."
These words, written by
Frederick Douglass in 1849,
played an integral role in
forming the first conference
of the Black Political Caucus
of Santa Clara Valley.
The Saturday conference,
with guest speakers Fania
Jordan and Berkeley Mayor
Warren Widener, was a day
of demand making and policy
setting.
Temporary Caucus
Chairman Charles Murr y,
SJS graduate and Black Studies chairman at San Jose
City College, stressed the
importance of valley Black
people coming together. He
demanded they make a choice
in the direction of their fate.
"Because of the tremendous wealth of knowledge in

Sniffles snuff start to China
A hairy musk ox has contracted the sniffles and will have
to wait for his chance to duplicate Pres. Nixon’s China trip
Milton and Mathilda, two musk oxen promised to the
people of China by the President, were scheduled to be
flown Sunday from San Francisco to the Peking Zoo
Unfortunately, Milton got a cold and sore throat and
wouldn’t drink his milk, said San Francisco zoo director
Ronald Reuther, so the trip was postponed.
The shaggy -haired animals should be able to make the
journey in About two weeks, barring any complications.

Movie,play,book
ideas exchanged

On Campus
Joe] G.,4"

Poetry recital

Students wishing to donate blood to the American
Red Cross may do so today and tomorrow from 9 a.m.
to 4 p.m. on the third level of the College Union
All donors will be eligible to win a round trip plane
ride to Los Angeles. The blood drive is sponsored by
the Air Force Reserve Officers Training Corps

Marvin Bell, associate professor in the Writer’s Workshop at the University of Iowa, will recite poetry from his
books, "A Probable Volume of Dreams" and "The Escape
Into You" today at 2 p.m. in the A.S. Council Chambers
The American poet received the Lamont Award in 1969
and the Bess Hokin Award for his work.
Another contemporary poet, Donald Justice, author of
"The Summer Anniversaries" and Lamont Award winner
in 1959, describes Bell’s poems as "salted with Jewish
wisdom and humor."

’Education for What’ talk today
Kenneth Parker, visiting
senior lecturer in English at
North East London Polytechnic, will speak today in the
C.U. Pacheco Room at 2:30
p.m.
"Education!
For What?

Contemporary British

Trends" will be the topic
of Parker’s lecture.
Parker is the first Black
South African who was vicepresident and acting president of the National Union of
South African Students, which
is 98 per cent White

art supplies

Instructional Television
(ITV) at SJS is being crippled in its production capacity due to inadequate funds
projected in the 1972-73 state
budget.
The state ITV program
budget was cut $300,000.
This means ITV services,

low level, cannot be expanded, according to Richard B.
Elliott, ITV coordinator.
Last year, the SJS program was budgeted with
$29,000 and 11 personnel positions. This year it has
dwindled to $10,000 and three
positions.

which have already reached a

Anyone interested in participating in sharing sessions
can contact John Merz in the
A.S. offices at 277-3201, or
Ted Weisgal at the information desk in the College

Union.

Presently, Elliott explains, the program is operating with a backlog of videotape and maintenance parts
which is almost exhausted.
The $38,000 projected for
next year will merely restock
the department so it can function at the same level as this

year, Elliott added.
"ITV provides services to
30 departments with approximately 2,000 students now,"
said Elliott.
Its emphasis
has been in planning and
producing programs for the
History Department’s 17A
and 17B classes.

B.F. Skinner book

DiSCOUNZT.
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By ABRAHAM ON1
"B. F. Skinner is not
just another person or psychologist.
B.F. Skinner is
an institution," remarked
Prof. Multion Andersen of the
Psychology Department in
his review of "Beyond Freedom and Dignity," at the
weekly Faculty Book Talk
last Wednesday.
Skinner’s 150 -page bestseller was reduced to an 11 point basic propostition that
constitutes the major
assumptions of the author.
Psychology, according to
Skinner, should divorce itself from the traditional
viewpoints which imply freewill, free choices and possibilities of man.
Emphasis and responsibilities should be s hi f t ed

Wrangler thinks Americans
spend too much for clothes.
(1.1’

And Wrangler’s doing
something about it.
They’re giving you
what’s so hard to get
these days. What
you pay for.

%%amulet
WJews

W romembaf the

been attained today came on
the backs of leaders and
revolutions fought in the 60’s
and "if progress is not maintained and furthered it will be

Bangladesh
talk tomorrow
The search for recognition of Bangladesh, created
after war last December
between East and West Pakistan, will be brought to SJS
tomorrow.
Enayet Karim, head of the
Bangladesh mission to the
United States, will speak at
11:30 a.m. in Morris Dailey
Auditorium. A question and
answer period with him will
follow at 2 p.m. in the College Union.
Karim’s speech is part of
Bangladesh Day planned by
several campus organizations: the Institute for Interdisciplinary Studies, the
Associated Students, the
Anthropological Society,
Sociology Club and Indian
Students Association.
The purpose of the day is
to develop and create awareness of Bangladesh’s political situation and culture, as
well as raise funds for refu-

gees.
A symposium on Bangladesh history, culture, and
politics is scheduled for
2:30-3:30 p.m. in the C.U.
Almaden Room, moderated
by SJS anthropology professor Dr. Tushar Barua.
Panelists will include Dr.
Sam Radelfinger, chairman,
SJS Health Science Department; Dr. Charles Drekmeir,
professor of political
science, Stanford University;
Dr. Emile Despres, professor of economics, Stanford; and Amena Panni.
Dr. Radelfinger has spent
time in Dacca, the capital
of Bangladesh. Miss Penni
is from Bangladesh.
A mobile exhibit of artifacts from Bangladesh will be
on campus at Seventh Street
from 10:30 to 4:30 p.m.
A welcome for Karim is
planned for 12:30 p.m. today
at the San Jose airport.

EEO
PREPARATION FOR APRIL

from the individual to the environment, which is now the
determining factor in the
psychological makeup of our
society.
This technology ofbehavior will be derived, and
has been derived, from analysis of behovior in carefully controlled experiments,
he said.
"If we accept the controlling role of the environment,
we can only then develop
effective technology that we
need for the survival of our
cultures," stressed Andersen, quoting Skinner.
Since psychology, like the
other social sciences, has
proved inadequate in dealing

BEGINS MARCH 4
Preparation tor tests required tor admission to
sP00,0
51551w, Courses
smuil.r groups
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Course material constantly updated
Home study
material prepar.] by experls in eacn teO
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San Jose Area (408) 275-8374

with human behavior, the tra ditional viewpoints should be
discarded.
"You have freewill and
you’re free to do what you
want," Andersen said. "If
you’re not free, then it is your
fault that you’re not free.
For after all, all humans are
free. But if you’re not free
or oppressed then it’s something you have to do something about."
In order to accept the
validity of such an assumption, a technology must be
developed which will be used
to control human behavior,
Andersen emphasized.
However, a clear distinction must be made between

behavior and effects of be-

havior.
It
is the latter which
Skinner is concerned about.
"Can we eliminate the undesirable part of behavior
without having to eliminate
behavior itself?" pondered
Andersen.
Citing overpopulation as
a problem whose effects can
be eliminated without having
to eliminate behavior itself,
Andersen remarked he would
consider this as good technology.

You Don’t I-lave To Leave

Campus to find out about
leaving town.
Professional Travel
Service for Students
Faculty & Staff
LOWEST AIR FARES
TO ANY DESTINA T/ON
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Group Discounts
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Student Stand-by
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Downsi,,s
Consp Union
it? -2070
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to S 30

If you’re sick, over 65 or

Correction made under 110 pounds you
can’t fly free to
in degree case
On Feb. 7, 1972 theSpartan Daily printed an article
regarding the foreign doctorate degree case involving
eight campus professors.
Four were erroneously
reported to have been "kept
in" Class I (non -doctorate)
status, while the other four
were correctly reported as
having bee n continued in
Class II (doctorate) status.
However, grievance procedures of the four in Class
I are now pending. Whether

or not each remains in Class
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ina I I 239 pages

Must.

Vegetable Gardening
$1.95
Published by Sunset

dic-

Language of Gardening in
$1.00
tionary form (54

95)

I depends on the outcome ot
the appeals.
The Daily has also been
informed that the salary reductions accompanying the
reclassifications were effec
tive Dec. 1, 1971. Dr. John
Gilbaugh, SJS professor 01
education, had charged inthe
Feb. 7 article that the pay
cuts had not been made.

Los Angeles.
If you re not sick, over 65 or under 110
pounds then you are eligible to donate
blood to the American Red Cross and
qualify for the free round trip flight on

The Daily apologizes tot
any embarrassment thearti
cle might have caused the
faculty members

PSA to Los Angeles. Other prizes
include free bowling, billiards, pizza,
buckets of chicken and fish sandwich
combinations
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eliminated".
Out of the major meeting
came three task force areas,
social, economic and political
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’Free will’ stressed
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"Sharing sessions" in
the form of expanded book
talks are being developed by
Experimental College so that
students may exchange ideas
on books, films, plays, or
any life experience

Instructional TV budget hit hard,
program cutbacks continue in ’73
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the valley, we as Black people must respond to the racial
hatred and exploitation of
people on religious, racial
and class stratification
bases," stated Murry.
"We must find a place in
the world where we are not
under the dominion of other
people, especially white
people," he added.
Dr. Leonard Jeffries, SJS
Black Studies chairman, said
he hoped the conference
would become a permanent
political structure in Santa
Clara.
Citing it as being the perfect center of economic, political and psychological
power he added "it is also
the prime center of institutionalized racism."
He reminded the audience
that the progress which has

San
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IfEsus sFIVES
BELIEVE ON THE
LORD JESUS CHRIST,
AND THOU SHALT
SAVELIFIN TWA

Jesus Saves
at Rescue Mission

*4111-_-

BY ROGER WOO
"If you haven’t a friend in the world, you
will find one here," so read a sign on the
wall of the San Jose Rescue Mission.
The Rescue Mission is a "gospel
preaching organization" where persons of
all walks of life including alcoholics, addicts and transients have come. "They
come for a need, whether it may be food,
shelter, clothing or the word of God,"
said the Rev. Lester Myers, superintendent of the mission.
"We have had a doctor, some engineers,
accountants and other professional men
walk through the doors of the mission,
which have never been closed in its 15 -year
history," the Rev. Myers said.
Who are these men who come to the
mission?
There’s Robert, a short man in his
late 40’s who was a landscaper only six
months ago until an illness forced him into
the hospital. "I had no way to get back
on my feet, and after my release, it was
pretty rough.
"When you have no job, no skill, got
nobody to go to..., well, you do the things
which I did," said Robert in broken
English.
"I was sleeping in the bushes and had
no place to stay. I came over here and
asked the Lord to please help me... and
He did. I’m to help Him and He helps me
and I’m on my way up the road, going up
and up and up," Robert said confidently.
"It’s real nice here. If you’re a man outside with no help, you can straighten yourself out here," he said.
Then there’s Jim, who’s a regular
staff worker at the mission. Jim’s facets
wrinkled, especially around the eyes. He
readily admits to a former drinking problem which makes him look older. "The
Lord saved me from it (alcohol) 10 years
ago this month." he said.
The Rev. Mr. Myers also "wandered
in the streets." He came from a "good,
well -followed" home in Oregon. "As a
young man, I came to drinking and lost my
family and business," the Rev. Mr. Myers
said.
In 1954, the Rev. Mr. Myers "was
saved" at a Rescue Mission in Fresno.
He stayed for over two years and came
to San Jose to start the rescue work at
44 W. Julian St.
George, an off -and -on staff member
since 1967, came from Oakland. A lanky,
pale -faced man in his 60’s, George also
had a drinking problem, which a large
percentage of the men have had.
"We (the staff) understand what the

problem is. They (the men off the streets)
are hungry. Some of them are lonesome,
some are sick. They need help. Beside
food and clothing, they need help through
Prayer also," said George.
Upon entering the Rescue Mission for
an evening of shelter and food, a man
waits in line to sign up for a bed ticket at
7 p.m. A gosspel service is held at 7:30
with the evening meal at 8:30. Before
sliding under the warm, clean, colorful
bed quilts at night, the men take showers
and receive clean pajamas.
After waking from a good sleep, the
men have a morning meal consisting of
coffee and do -nuts. The men are generally
out by 6 a.m. and on the road again. The
mission limits the time in which a man can
stay to three days within a 30 -day period.
"When a man comes in the mission, we
believe that he cleans from the inside out,
not the outside in. It’s tremendous work,
but it pays off," siad Ray Holmes, assistant superintendent at the mission.
Holmes with his wife have been in
Christian work for over 10 years.
"When you see a fellow come in from
the streets and he’s been drunk for a
month or more, he comes in searching
When he comes in and
for something.
hears the gospel and accepts the Lord
Jesus Christ, he’s found what he’s looking
for. Then you see him clean himself up,"
said Mrs. Holmes.
The Rescue Mission is a non-profit
corporation which has a 17 member board
of directors. "This is the only organization that helps without selling for it,"
said the Rev. Mr. Myers. He also pointed
out that the mission is backed by no
community or state aid.
For the persons who are physically
ill, the Rescue Mission has a small, but
adequate medical clinic. The clinic is
staffed by 15 Christian doctors who regularly donate their services every Monday. Medicine is seldom purchased as it
is furnished by pharmacists, doctors or
pharmaceutical firms.
A fully equipped barber shop also is
part of the mission. A barber comes in
every Tuesday to give free haircuts and
shaves. The "cost" of a haircut is a
memory verse from the Bible. If the
man doesn’t have a memorized verse, he
is allowed to read the one on the wall.
Speaking about the mission work, the
Rev. Mr. Myers said, "It"s just like when
you were a little baby. You got into a lot
of messes.
It’s like these men here,
They’re in
they’re babes in Christ.
messes and they need help."

Photos by
Larry Clark
Marilynn Yee
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In PCAA championships

ALCO NIGHT OWL
TAX SALE

SJS grapplers take second

By JAY GOLDBERG
Six SJS wrestlers made
it to the championship round
and one grappler took a third
as the Spartans finished
:econd behind Fresno State
n the PCAA Wrestling finals

hosted by San Diego State
Saturday.
Heavyweight Don Jackson
was the only member of the
squad to take a first. Hewitt
advance to the NCAA championships to be held on the

University
of Maryland
campus in College Park, Md.
on March 9-11.
Jackson decisioned SDS’s
Tony Pullman 6-4.
The rush for the top
spot should be between San

Diego State, Fresno State
and us," said coach Terry
Kerr before the finals got
underway.
Fresno State finished on
top with 93 points, SJS scored
64 and SDS garnered 58 tallies.
Of the other five to make
it to their respective championship rounds, Dan Cabral
(118), was the only grappler
outside of Jackson to come
close to winning.
He battled Ron Johnson
of SDS through one overtime
period to a 2-2 tie. It was
by an observing referee’s
decision that Johnson won the
match. The observing of-

fical sits in lite stands.
Steve Baca (126) was decisioned by defending champion Vic Gonzalez of Fresno
State, 4-2, and Tim Kerr
(158) also succumbed to a
defending champion front
Fresno, Corky Napier, 5-3
Dean Prescott (167) was
defeated
by DC Santa
Barbara’s John Feely 9-1
and Charlie Kyles (190) was
pinned by Fresno’s John
Berg in the first period.
SJS’s Pete Murchison
claimed third place as his
opponent from SDS failed to
show up for the consolation
match.

Spartababes fall
to Davis, Fresno

Stall photo by Marilynn Yee

Peace offering
by George!

Coach Ivan Guevara receives a token of peace and
spirit from Crazy George. Guevara took the offering
and beat George’s drum. The Spartan cagers will
have another type of beat on their minds when they
face UOP Saturday. The Tigers are unbeaten in 36
straignt home games.

Veteran golfers
take three straight
"I was expecting to field peted for the SJS varsity.
Mixter parred the San Jose
an inexperienced team this
season," said SJElgolicoach Country Club course with
Jerry Vroom. "But now I a round of 70.
Up until that time, Chuck
find we hive five seniors and
two juniors out of a squad Eddie, a senior, was the
number one man on the team.
of ten."
So where does this leave In the first two matches he
took mfdalist honors. Dean
the Spartan golfers?
It leaves them undefeated May a sophomore, tied
Eddie for top honors in the
They
after three matches.
have beaten Hayward State, Santa Clara match.
The top four men on the
24-3 Santa Clara 23 1/23 1/2 and the University of golf squad have a difference
of only three -tenths of a
Pacific 23 1/2-3 1/2.
The medalist for the UOP stroke in their averages,
match was sophomore Frank Eddie.is number one with a
Mixter, who had never com- 73.6. May has averaged 73.7,

junior Phil Barry has shot at
a 73.8 pace and John Susko.
a senior, has averaged 73.9.
"Susko is the hottest
golfer on our squad at this
time," said Vroom, who is
in his 10th year as golf
coach for SJS.
Vroom believes the Spar tans will not really be chat lenged until they face rival
Fresno State on March 13 at
the SJCC.
The Spartan linkmen met
U.C. Berkeley yesterday and
will face Hayward State at
the Pioneers’ course
March 10.

Women athletes impress
By LINDA FRISVOLD
Sparked by double -figure
performances by Dorothy
Hill, Leala Jew and Star
Golia, the women’s intercollegiate basketball teams
posted twin wins over
visiting Sonoma State College last week.
15
points
Dorothy’s
led the varsity squad to a
slow -starting 37-19 victory.
The SJS cagegals sported
only a 16-12 halftime advantage after battling for two
quarters.
"I was really getting nervous," commented Coach
Carol Luther. The distaff
cagers upheld a slight edge
in third quarter play then
ran away with the contest
in final minutes, outscoring
Sonoma 13-1.
Leala and Star netted 12
and 10 points, respectively
In the 43-8 runaway victory
for the B squad.
The squad is now preparing for Thursday’s home en-

SJS
in test
The SJS baseball team
carries winning momentum
into a crucial battle with
Stanford this afternoon at
2:30 in Sunken Diamond.
The Spartans whipped UC
Davis twice on Saturday behind the excellent pitching
of Mike Rusk and Dave
Imwalle. The pair of hurlers
combined to allow only one
unearned run as SJS ran
their season record to 3-2.
Righthander Mike Terry is
expected to start his first
game today, the toughest as
yet for the youthful locals.
Stanford has another
strong club this year with
All -Coast pitcher -outfielder
Rod Boone leading the way.
The Indians (9-4) have beaten
Santa Clara twice thus far
as an indication of their
strength.

counter with Stanford at 4.30
p.m. in PER 101.
With only five practice
sessions under its belt, the
SJS women’s gymnastics
team smashed San Francisco
State, 92.8-67 in last week’s
season opener in San Francisco.
’’They really surprised
me," said Coach Jim Turpin.
"They
performed much
better in the meet than they
had in practice."
Ann Rovetta swept top
honors in advanced allaround competition by scoring firsts in floor exercise,

balance beam and parallel
bars. She also took a second
in vaulting to give her a
total of 21.65 points.
In intermediate action,
Barbara Thatcher grabbed
a first on the beam, Jill
Chandler took first in floor
exercise and Lynda Thayer’
took a third in the all-around
Beginning division saw
Kaths Long copping first in
the all-around while Betsey
Chapman
captured
top
honors in bars. Nancy
annexed
Anderson
also
a first, taking the vaulting
competition.

Intramurais
Fifteen games threw intramural hunch basketball
season into full swing last
week.
In a league action, the
QB’s Unlimited, Village
Freaky
Warriors,
and
Truckers claimed victories.
The Hunch Bunch,
Manilas and Lucy’s Lakers
share an early first place
in the B league.
The Thrashers, Drub-

bers Revived and Unknown.
of the C league each rolled
over their opponents.
The 99er’s, Sigma Nu,
Sigma Chi, Air ForceROTC,
American Flyers and the
Hatchet Men topped the D and
E leagues in the first round
of action.
matches are
Soccer
played Monday and Wednesday afternoons at south
campus.

EUROPE.
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By DAVE CRAWFORD
The SJS freshman basketball team, after winning
two of three last week, hit
the skids over the weekend
with losses to U.C. Davis
Friday night and the Fresno
State yearlings Saturday
night.
The 64-53 Fresno decision in Spartan Gym was
due mainly to the Bulldogs’
48-27 rebound edge. The
visitors’ 6-10 center, Bruce
Henning, grabbed 22 caroms
and collected 22 points on
inside muscle shots.
Center Russ Palmer got
25 points for SJS but had a
tough time guarding Henning.
Spartababes stayed
The
close for most of the first
half until the last five
when Fresno
minutes,
worked inside for a 37-26
halftime advantage.
The second half was a
virtual repeat of the last
part of the first stanza. The

Banquet
tonight
Can the track program
make a recovery from an off
year? Coaches Ernie
Bullard and Lee Evans will
talk of their newfound talent,
plus introduce the whole
squad, during the annual
Track Kickoff Banquet tonight at Lou’s Village.
Dinner will be served at
7:30 pm with a no -host social
Master of
hour at 6:30.
Ceremonies for the affair is
Jim Noah, Public Relations
Director at SJS.

home squad couldn’t pent.
trate, especially after
Fresno went man-to-man
with 8:40 left.
Guard Ray Hill, with 14
points, was the only other
Spartababe in double figures

Swimmers
split, set
2 records
Two swimming ree01 11 were shattered last weekend as the Spartan’s closed
out the season splitting their
meets and finishing the year
with a 4-4 record.
SJS had little difficulty
disposing of Santa Clara on
Friday afternoon with diver
Bob Woodliff leading the way
to an 83-20 victory.
Back in their home
waters for the finale against
Fresno State on Saturday.
the Spartans lost the meet
63-54 going right down to
the wire.
The loss was softened by
the fact that two swimmers
left their names
have
inscribed in the swimming
annals of SJS.
Dale Winchell, tuning up
for the PCAA finals next
month, broke a 10 -year -old
record in the 100 backstroke
with a time of 56.3. This
topped Bob Wegman who set
the record in 1962.
In the 200 butterfly event.
Ben Van Dyke sets new mark
with a 2 02.0 time, besting
Steve Hobertz who was top
man since 1966.

SAVE ON COLOR TV -HI Fl
COMPONENTS -CONSOLE STEREO

TUESDAY NIGHT
FEB. 29--6PM
’til 1 2 Midnight

6 HOURS
ONLY!!

This Tuesday night from 6PM to Midnight you can
take advantage of our problem--Alco has to pay
inventory tax on everything we have in stock as
of March 1 so we are cutting our prices and keeping
ALL FIVE stores open til Midnight on February 29th
in an effort to liquidate as much of our inventory
as possible. The only way we can do this is to cut
our prices so low that you can’t afford not to save
on Color TV ’s, console stereos, radios, and tape
recorders. In our Hi Fi Department we have cut
prices on receivers, turntables, amplifiers, tuners,
speakers, cartridges, and hi fi accessories. These
are prices that canonly be offered during a 6 HOURS
SALE. We guarantee that you can save HUNDREDS
OF DOLLARS. It is better for us and for you if we
sell our inventory at reduced prices instead of
paying taxes on it.
PLEASE NOTE --Our stores will be closed from 5PM
’till 6PM so we can reprice our merchandise.

FOR THIS SALE ONLY!!

All Merchandise is covered by manufacturers
warranty.Delivery and installation will be available
at a slight charge.

THIS SALE IS
FOR 6 HOURS ONLY
In our TV Department save on such famous makes as:
ZENITH-SYLVANIA-RCA -SONY
In our Hi Fi Department choose from such famous
names as: PIONEER-KENWOOD-SCOTTFISHER-HARMON KARDON-TEAC-ALTEC
RECTILINEAR-BSR-DUAL
Here is just a sample of what we have available
FAMOUS NAME ITEM

REGULAR PRICE

Fisher Receiver

Stereo Headphones

TUESDAY’S SPECIAL

Buy One Pitcher of Beer and Get
a Delicious Sandwich at I/O Price

5
360.00259.9 5
50.003 3 8.8 8
60.00 3 9.9 5

360.00259.9

Scott Receiver

Famous BritishTurntable

JcilinsTsyS

SALE PRICE

Due to the unprecedented response to our previous
Night Owl Sales, we ran out of the most popular
items in the first hour. We will have a large supply
on hand, however, a word to the wise -for the best
selection shop early. Please no phone orders

Happy Hour 4-6 pm
IMPORTED AND DARK BEER

FIRST COME- FIRST SERVED BASIS

Try it You’ll Like It
1

SPECIAL CREDIT
ARRANGEMENTS

81 E. Santa Clara

STVDENTR
if high dost
avde

ALL SALE MERCHANDISE ON A

We have made special credit arrangements so that
most credit applications can be approved on the spot
or you can use your bank charge card PLUS

e

113$111.

/joAt tl-V

4i417
X4

THIS SALE IS AT
ALL 5 ALCO STORES
6 HOURS ONLY!
Just look for the search light

college, stuckni.
CSIS
k.liet With 115 Ths uran.ce service

SAN JOSE
404$. Third St.
289-8681
-We-1-e on Your Side -

let.4fv

ECO

home

electronics

’NIL
SAN JOSE 80 S. 2nd or 79 S. 3rd (Parking tickets
validated) 297-7 1 1 1
SANTA CLARA 2855 El Camino (Near the Moonlight
Shopping Center) 298-3050
STEVENS CREEK 3585 Stevens Creek (Near Son
Tomas Exp.) 2 4 1 -6 3 2 6
LOS ALTOS 4916 El Camino (South of San Antonio
Road) 964-7222
CAMPBELL 1 6 2 5 W. Campbell Ave. (1 Mi. E. of
Westgate) 37 9-7 2 1 0
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NEW GENESIS

TRI-M features
Mr. Bumbleberry
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A man so intrigued with the word "bumbleberry" that
he was inspired to create "Bumbleberry Pie Parlors" and
now uses of the alias Mr. Bumbleberry?
That’s Berkeley Compton, the guest speaker at TR1-M’s
(Members of Modern Marketing) first meeting.
The meeting is being held at Garden City Hofbrau,
corner of Post and Market streets, today at 7 p.m.
Bumbleberry began his career as an inventor of creative
toys such as "silly sand," which allows children to build
sand castles in their living rooms.
After four years, he sold his toy business for $10
million.
One day while traveling through a national forest,
Bumbleberry discovered "Grandma’s Pie Shop" featuring
March 1.
what was called "Bumbleberry Pie." (Bumbleberry is a
Applications must be combination of berries.)
DepartPersonnel
with
filed
He bought the name and created "Bumbleberry Pie
ment, Rm. 215, City Hall, Parlors," which are located in Santa Clara County. He
801 N. First St. before 5 hopes to expand it into a national franchise in three or
p.m. on the last filing date. four years.

5 or 6
WEEKS

examination date will be anFinal date for
nounced.
filing applications is
tomorrow.
A written exam for the
position of administrative
assistant will be conducted
March 18 at 8:30a.m. at City
Hall cafeteria. An oral exam
date will be announced. Final

date for filing applications is
March 8.
A practical exam will be
announced for equipment operator and an oral exam will
be announced for apprentice
carpenter. Final filing date
for equipment operator is
March 8 and final filing date
for apprentice carpenter is

Ex -welterweight
does it his way
BY BETTY HARJU
Fine Arts Editor
What s to become of a troublemaking
urchin who eventually becomes a welterweight boxing champion. then drops out
of a worthwhile career in the Merchant
Marine?
Will he become a bodyguard for Frank
Sinatra? A pool shark? A bouncer in a
nightclub? A jailbird?
If you’ve guessed the most electrifying male dancer in American ballet,
you already know about Edward Villella.
Villella, principal dancer of the New
York City Ballet, is appearing with Violette Verdy and the San Francisco Ballet tonight and tommorrow at 8:30 p.m.
In the new Community Theatre.
His dancing career began almost by
accident at the age of nine when his
mother took him along to his older sister’s
ballet classes. He was far too mischievous to be left at home.
In a 1971 TV interview he told Dick
Cavett ballet didn’t straighten him out,
but it kept him busy, which satisfied the
family.
When Cavett asked if his boxing Activities at New York State Maritime Pollege. where he won his title, tended to
harm any muscles necessary for proper
dance form he quipped. "Yes, the face
muscles."
Villella also earned a varsity letter
in baseball while getting his B.S. in Marine
Transportation.
Walter Terry. in the Saturday Review,
has described him as an "aerial god
zooming through space" and having "electrifying physical prowess." He referred
to his role in George Balanchine’s "Night
Shadow" -La Soninambula") as like Harlequen -who never walked but rather
danced."
Balanchine has been quoted as saying
he believed the young man to be a superior
dancer to Rudy Nureyev, the flashy Russian defector admired by the dance world.
Balanchine choregraphed "Tschaikowsky Pas de Deux" and -La Source." (music
by Leo Deliliesi which Villella and Miss
Verdy will dance in the Community
Theatre as well as "Variations de Ballet,"
(music by Alexander Glazunov) the San
Francisco Ballet program opener.
Miss Verily this been dancing professionally in Europe and America since
age 12, and has appeared in over 100
ballets.
She was born in France, trained in

MEETINGS ,

PISCEAN WATERBEDS
1528 W San Carlos 290-1455. Just
west of Soars King -Queen: $24, Dbl.
$22, Twin. $18, Safety Liners $2,
Frames: $10 plus 10 -Year Guerin on all beds Water Sofas, U. L.
Listed heaters, pillows, tapestries
Ask about our N R 0. policy 294-1455

ELEANOR’S FLOWERS of Los Gatos
is a lovely large "fresh cut" flower
shop. We have the best quality flowers
at the lowest prices in town. Lovely
carnations at $100 doz Ino kidding).
Long stem roses at 53 505 $4.50 doz.
(in florists box for additional 6501
Daisies 650 bunch, Bachelor Buttons
950 bunch.- --Daffodils. Tulips, Iris.
Stock. Violets etc etc etc You name
it- ’’we’ve got il,, Whether you buy one
flower ore dozen you will receive the
same "fuss fi ribbons" Every purchase is gift wrapped You never got
so much torso little money. TRY US’
--YOU’LL LIKE USII We also have a
large selection of potted plants, terrariums. dish gardens and dry arEverything at
rangement flowers
prices you can afford Our specialty
is our small ’ fer the hospital" arrangements at Si 95 & 52 50 They’re
cute and -lust enough" We are open
9 AM to 7 PM daily &Sunday 11/2 day
Holidays, 720 University Ave Los
Gatos 356-6314 or 356-4839 (at the
end of the cyclone fence behind Oak
Meadow Park)

illella

dwar

PASSPORTS -ONE DAY SERVICE 4 for
15 minutes service available
53 75
Daly 8 m -3 cm Sal Ill noon
Tinker Bell Studir, 1040 The Alameda.
Si

Paris, and joined the American Ballet
Theatre in the late ’50s.
The San Francisco Ballet will perform
one other work without the New York company guest artists. "Split," choregraphed
in 1971 by John Butler to Morton Subotnick’s electronic score, will follow the
second intermission.
Nine female members of the troupe
will dance with Villella and Miss Verdy
in "La Source." Eight of them will form
a double pas de quatre. Soili Arvola, the
ninth dancer, will form a pas de trois
with Villella and Miss Verdy.
Although the San Francisco Ballet is
an estimable group -- three dancers,
Robert Gladstein, Christine Bennett and
John McFall were guest artists in the
praiseworthy "Totentanz" in Grace Cathedral two weeks ago --and Miss Verdy is
an artists in her own right, Villella’s
reputation as an appealingly strong male
dancer seems to be the drawing card here.
Ticket prices are steep for student
budgets, ranging from $9 to $10, but are
much cheaper than the cost of attending
last week’s opera.
Will he pass this way again? Maybe
not.
He was the first American male
dancer to appear as guest artist for the
Royal Danish Ballet and the first, while
touring with the New York company, to be
granted an encore in Russia. He’s a busy
man, but he’ll be 35 in August.

Oganookie, a five -man
bluegrass group, plays tonight in the Joint Effort campus coffeehouse at 8:30.
Wednesday night will be a
no -charge, open mike evening giving local performers
a chance to audition and
speakers a place to do their
thing from 6:30 p.m.
Cisco Frederick Rassmussan will sharp the bill

with the lilillUlIF Bay
touring group tonight.

GIRLS you can earn beautiful lingerie
or wigs free iust by getting your friends
together
I do the rest Call Sharon
269-3239 after 1
STUDY ESPERANTO, the International
language, in Portland for credit, this
12-28 July. then attend International
Esperanto Congress here 29 July to
5 August A unique opportunity to learn
this beautiful language
Information
Summer Sessions, University of
Portland, Oregon 97203
DO YOU NEED QUICK MONEY. I’m
willing to once 40S, of value on food
coupons Not stamps Example 10C
off on next tar of peanut butler Mm,’
mum amount Si Phone Jim 298-2170
PUBLIC AUTO MART
Sell your own Vehicle. Invest a total
of $8.00 and a little of your time
Thousands of "Prospective Buyers"
(admitted freel each weekend
(We
average over 30 "Specific Buyers"
for each nevi VW andmoderately procod
transportation vehicle for sale) Call
before 5 00 for a listing of the types of
vehicles and price ranges "Our Buyers’’ were looking for last weekend
(Based upon Buyer Cluestionaire completed each weekend) 2679566 Every
weekend Sal & Sun 9am-4pm Every
weekend Sal & Sun 9arn-4prn Capitol
Drive -In Theatre Capitol Exp
way
& Monterey Rd SJ
PUBLIC AUTO MART
"A Meeting Place for Private Parties
to Buy and Sell Used Vehicles"
THE DAY OF HOPE
NEW AGE PROPHET fors.% a NEW
DAWN IN HISTORY March 4,5, & 6
For further info & tickets 286 1309

SIERRA CLUB, 7 30 pm . College
Union Si ides and planning for Dipsea
Trail hi,’
Everyone welcome to
attend

The coffeehouse is located in the old cafeteria
across from the College
Union

SPEAKERS1
TODAY
KENNETH PARKER, visiting pro
lessor from London. will discuss
contornpnrry British trends. "Ed
twattion, for what’," 2 30 C U Urnun
hum room
MARVIN BELL, University of Iowa
associate professor, 2 pm, CU
Council Chambers Bell is the author
of "The Escape Into You"
TOMORROW
ENAYET KARIM, head of the Bang
ladesh mission to the 05 , will be
guest speaker at the SJS Bangladesh
Dy, 11 30 fri
to 2 p
. Morris
Dailey Auditorium A symposium on
Bangladesh culture will also be held
from 2 30 4 30 pm. CU Almaden
Room
ROY EUGENE DAVIS, noon 1 30p m
C U Costanoan Room Topic will be
"Yoga Meditation and the Occult Ana

tomy of Man’

RELIVE THE 20’s AT SULLIVAN’S
SALOON.
FEATURING
"DIRTY
MARY" IN AN ORIGINAL 20’s ATMOSPHERE DIRECTL Y BEHIND THE
"RED BARN" 3166 MONTEREY RD
ENCOUNTER -SENSORY AWARENESS
Humanist Community of San Jose 4
&738245 ktrdcli 11&;n1 2.is)ristor;b7ution $2

SPEAKER: ALAN WATTS

"PSYCHOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF
MYSTICAL EXPERIENCE"

1

MISC
TODAY
BAR-II-OUE, Chinese food bazaar .
10 am 3 pm, beside the Women’s
Gym
AIR FORCE ROTC SLOOD DRIVE,
New 4 pm,CU third level
HILLEL ISRAELI folk -dancing, 710
pm . Barracks 12
DELTA SIGMA THETA FASHION
SHOW TRY -OUTS, 7.9.30 pm ,CU
Call 275-0914 for more
Ballroom
information
SAN FRANCISCO BALLET,8 30p rn
San Jose Community Theatre Guest
performers will be Edward Villella
and V iolette Verdy, both from the Now
Tickets available
York City Ballet
from the San Jose Bow Office
264 1160
TOMORROW
ON CAMPUS RECYCLING, R am
2 pm , 7th and San Carlos streets
Bring tin. Iuminum, end glass
containers

AUTO INSURANCE
No driver refused
low my
Harvey Diesner 241-3900

URGENT! Female roomste to share
1 bdrm opt 555 mu See Julie aft
6 pm S6SS 11th St 04

THESIS TYPING - ELECTRIC Master’s
Reports
D.sertations
Marianne Ternberg, 19 RITIarris Ave
CII 371.0395, San Jose

11911 YAMAHA DT -I Endure, 250 cc
Ecellent condition 5475 354-1802
all. 290
Went to inspect hundreds of used
All makes’
vehicles in one slop’
All models -All prices Free Admission- Free Parking PUBLIC AUTO
MART See our ad- Announcements

STUDENTS INSIDE TICKET SALES
Apply in
575 hr
Start owned
person 290 S 1st San Jose Part
or full time

’67 TR4A, independent rear suspenluggage rack, 2
overdrive,
sion.
covers. WOO or best offer 292-9373

GUYS & GIR LS coupon sates crew. Cash
paid daily, long hair ok Work any day
you want. Crew meets 644 3pm Sat
& Sun. 10 am at Spartan House, 4th and
San Carlos S J BE THERE

BRIDGESTONE 100cc. Only 126 miles
294-9306
Call Paul
Must sell’

JOBSTELEPHONE SALES-Long hair
354-6166
ok $2 to $3 plus pr/hr

’50 Ford. Good Condition. Almost new
Asking 5175 or
interior and tires.
offer. Kevin. 297-8870

Live in dorm or sororFEMALE:
ity’ Make money by showing/selling
animal posters to your friends. That’s
all Write Kosdon PO 9213,SanDeigo,
Include name of dorm or
92109
sorority.

Good
’Si AN BUG -EYE SPRITE.
Recent top
condition, low mileage
end Job. $550 Call 297-0505.
BARGIN. ’69 JAVELIN with 390 cu
Excellent condition
Or ig $4,100
Asking $1,550 Call Dave 289-9750
’68 DATSUN ROADSTER 5 -speed, runs
good, MVICH Rad. Tiers, 34,000 mile,
Call 287-5967
17 VOLVO
lent cond.

Excel1225 2 door.
998-2155
Must Sell

HELP THE CZECHS!!
Buy
new CZ or JAWA made by
dedicated socialist workers
at a super price
Rugged, dependable motorcycles
5395
’72 CZ 175 Street Trail
’72 JAWA 250 Street
$450
’72 JAWA 350 Street
0095
GRAND PRIX CYCLES 248-6555
El Camino & San Tomas SC

FOR SALE
THE PISCEAN
35 S Fourth, 1/2 block from SJS
Library King- Queen complete waterbeds $4650, Double $U, Twin $33.
Frames 510 5 up Liners 52, Healers
$24 and up 10 year guarantee on all
beds Also teeter sofas, organic furn
iture, pillows, tapestries
Mellow
sales people and right on prices 35
S 4th 287-7030

ATTRACTIVE GIRLS WANTED for
nu. modeling Study while you work.
No sex or porno
$50 to $100 per
day.
Full or part time, mornings
afternoons, evenings.
Artists &
Models Studio 1415 Alameda SJ
998-1956

LARGEST SELECTION of current,
used paperbacks, records and books
1/2 price Quality books and records
purchased Top prices paid
cash, or
trade Lots of fiction, supplemental’,
and classics
RECYCLE
BOOK
206-6275 lAGS 2nd St
FINE CLASSICAL GUITARS FOR PERFORMERS AND TEACHERS. Lessons.
Sunnyvale 783-2671
San Jose’s oldest
WATER BEDS
water bed store. Yin Yang Water
invites you to compare
Bed Co
quality, price, and service LIMITED
NUMBER OF PARACHUTES 28ft diameter. orange and white Great for
ceilings, drapes, clothes. etc Only
Visit one of our stores at 400
RS
18 blocks west of SJSI
Park Ave
Ph 286.1263 or 28 E Campbell Ave
tat Winchester! Ph 378-1040
CAMERA, Zeissikon Contalles Cikrn
plete with Tessa, I 2 8 lens. iignt
meter, flesh equip i inse up lens and
case 585 Call 268.0454 eves
GORGEOUS REDHEADS Loving,
Lively, Available
6 week old Irish
Setter pups A K C Champion stock
Reasonably priced, CII 941-2400
FRESH CUT FLOWERS Very reason
able Corsages, Si 505 up Flowers
287-6805 or
for
all occasions
246-3023
FENDER DELUX GUITAR AMP $175.
297-2991 after 5:00

USED REFRIGERATOR. Very good
condition $50 Call Colette, 295-2826

HELP WANTED
YOU WANT US.
Your Chance to Help Other People
Money Is A Bonus
Freedom, Fun, Education
SHAKLEE’S UNLIMITED
OPPORTUNITY
ONLY 1/2 BLOCK FROM CAMPUS
466 South 5th Cl 297 3866
John & Mary Rhoades

Classified Rates
SI 50

Fs,
200

II,,,.,.
days
225

I cni
days
2.40

I ,,,’ Ia.n .1.1.
day, local day
35
2S0

4 lines

200

250

275

290

300

35

5 lines

2 50

300

325

340

350

35

6 lines
inn add,
tiunal line
Add

300

350

375

390

400

35

50

50

50

SO

SO

Three Lines Une Day

Check a Classification
Aidnnini,v
F n. Sale

Hole Wooled
Pleasoila
LE Last Hi feud

0 Personals
Seirvics
0 Transportation

MAN to share 2 bdrrn apt Royal L at, a
$80 my plus uldit.cs
poots. etc
258-8124 before 9 after 7
FEMALE to share newly furnished
room in Girl’s house. One block from
K it priv . washer. dryer,
campus
priv refrig in room $SO mu 441
S 6th St or Call 297-4057
426 So. 7th for GIRLS. SOO month,
with kitchen Come see it

ROOMS, IVY HALL 279 E. Son Fernando, across from administration
Double, kitchen priv., well
bldg
managed 294-6472

WANT A GOOD full time or part time
income job, Call 240-4327 eller 5.
UNLIMITED MONEY OPPORTUNITY
Direct Sales/Crew Management Mature -Interested stud.ts only A new
Ecological Service in Gardening Call
253-157
253-1569
PAID STAFF POSITION WITH EXTENSIVE training.
Male. Super’
vise 6 male mentally retarded adults
in residence club. 48 hr shift plus
staff time 1-3 units credit. 522 a
day plus hrly
Mrs. Roberts 2951065
CRAFTSMEN WANTED

$125 633 5
1 BDRM APT. turn
8th St Call 294-0465 evenings
FREE first half month’s rent Extra
large 2 bdrm. furnished, quite, &
2944749
643 5 8th St
clean
WANTED: A young liberal couple to
share our Mt home Reasonable rent
Into art and health food 238.1261
ROOM FOR RENT to share 550 ’month
2 blocks from campus 585 5 10th
St 287-9136
FURNISHED 3 room apt with carport
Cheerful & clean w/w carpet Went
quiet couple
2 blks to SJS Call
at 406 S 11th St
OFFICE 1 2 bit< from SJS library
Private entrance It toilet Also suit.
able for painter or photographer 550
Call 287-7387 eves
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED for
townhouse apt 446 5 11th St .2,
S J Call 286-6854

for local
Crafts Fair

APT., 1 BORM quiet, east foothills
beesittful view
Grad student pref
$90 includes util
251 7766 or
259-5397

March 10-11 & 12
BLUEBEARD CRAFTS
Town & Country Village
Palo Alto - 321-4145
"ATTRACTIVE & SHAPELY COED’S
WANTED"
for photographers studio
Models
needed at 155 per 1.,2 hr I For more
info Call 328-7071

HOUSING

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to
share 2 bdrm apt with 2 others.
558/mo Call Joyce or Sharon at
287-9521
SPACIOUS I BORN. APT., tint
children or pets $115 Quiet

No
289

APT, MANAGEMENT POSIT ION.
Young couple to manage 30 units near
&IS Free burn 2 bdrm unit tilt!
& salary 264 9367

MARRIED STUDENTS
Large 1 or 2 bdrm eats in quietcompl. w/pool 1/2 block to SJS w/w
carpets Built on kit from $125 466
S. 5th 01 286-0944.

$80 MO. SHARE HOUSE x
390S 22nd St Avail March 1. Come
References
by behveen 3.5 pm

GIRLS ONLY? New rooms with k itch.
priv From $60 99 So 901 and 278
S 10th
Across campus Parking
Phone -295-8526 or 295-8514
147 UNITS 4 Swimming Pools GARDEN VILLA APARTMENTS Neat Clean -Quid t Studio Apia -sop dressing rm
SOMETHING SPECIAL Dbl Studio convertible to 2 bdrms, 2
dressing rins, 2 baths, kit and dining
Well’
rin, accomodate, 4 dults
lighted reserved parking, night secur ity patrol, close to bus -line, shipping,
SS. 5105 and up 1319 Sunny Court,
Si, 297-1200.
TO FACULTY MEMBERS
PRIVATE OFFICES ARE seal I Ole for
your off -compus requirements Just
one block off campus to 6th 1. Santa
Clara Rennoveted, period decor in
San Jose’s oldest hi -rise $70
293 1719
shore room, $50 my
FOR RENT:
Ivy Hall, 297 E
kitchen privileges
See Danny Labr
San Fernando
HUGE 1 bdrm apt furn & unfurn
Ideal for roomates 112 blk from SJS
Pet or infant OK 439S 4th 193 3762

rates

TRANSPORTATION
NINTH ANNUAL JET FLIGHTS
EUROPE: FROM $289 ROUND TRIP
JAPAN.
FROM 5349 ROUND TRIP
CALL:
FLIGHT CHAIRMAN --191$1
451-7905
0148 OVERLAND, DEPT. B
CULVER CITY, CA , 90230
EUROPE -ISRAEL -EAST AFRICA
Student Travel Discounts, inexpensive
student camping tours through out West
and East Europe, in:luding Russia.
SOFA agent for inter -European student
charter flights.
CONTACT: ISCA
11687 San Vicente Blvd. 04 LA Calif.
90049 TEL: 12131 626-5669 1213) 8260955 or call campus rep: Steve Cos&
14151 845-7131 hours 4-7 pm
FLYING SOON?
EAST to Denver, Chicago, New York,
Boston. Washington or Europe WEST
to Hawaii or the Orient
Your TWA
Campus Rep Bruce Freeman can nelp
you make your GETAWAY NOW Save
1 3 with a TWA YOUTH PASSPORT and
lake up to 24 months to pay with a
FREE, EASILY OBTAINABLE, TWA
GETAWAY CREDIT CARD. Call Bruce
at
287-8668
or
379-2856 for
informtion
EURORAIL
tours sofallights
carrentals -hostels pensions sports
europeancars shipping sleeping bags mounto inboots. etc
Condor, 2305
Wilshire Boulevard SantaktIonice 213
828-6084

PERSONALS
WHAT’S "DIRTY MARY DOING BEHIND THE RED BARN ON MONTEREY
RD. COME SEE SULLIVAN’S SALOON
GIRLS any race, shape, or age If you
like to make good money. Call me at
287 1664 A very serious business

LOST & FOUND
FOUND 3 month old lemon, dog near
10th & Taylor Thursday, Feb 24
Cross between Collie and Shepherd,
Call 926-2695
3 Ma OLD MALE DOG near 9th
St Feb 21, Mixed Lab & Collie
Blk with white paws and chest Answers
to Haidin 275 9018

LARGE, MODERN 2 BORN, turn
unit within 3 blks from SJS Ele
valor, roc room, lighted underground
parking
Quiet, ideal foc 4
148
E W,llmamSh

STUDENT RENTALS
Furnished Houses
3 di 4 Bedrooms
2 Baths
Furnished Apts & Studios
1 & 2 bedrooms
Rental Specialists since 1955
Borelli Realty, 295 No 10th
Call 297-2410

ROOMMATES wanted for large 2 bdrrn
apt
POOL. SAUNA, REC room
$60 my Call 251-9119 Mike

SERVICES
ARTISTS’ MODEL available for artists, photographers, students, groups,
workshops
Rates open NO porno
After 5, weekends. 275 6168
WHO’S ON THIRD?
Your friendly neighborhood Typing
Service 287-4355 lAmanuensis, anyone>)
YOUR PAPER READ -EDITED for a
modest fee Experienced Call Joe,
269-9022

L,E
l.
’AUTOMOTIVE’
And to place your ad
go to JC-207
9:30-3:00, M -F

FAST, ACCURATE, Experienced typist. IBM Selectric -pica. Can edit
4 miles from SJS. Mrs Aslanian. Call
298-4104
WAKE-UP SERVICE
Hey,
Sleepy
Head, Lail us wake you by phone arc
tone 926 1875
RENT A TV OR STEREO 810 pa,
month, free service, no contract Call
Esche’s 2512598
LICENSED CHILD CARE. Close to
campus Reasonable rates Fenced
yard
Lunch
Mrs
Mc Curley
244.1489

For 3 or 4 students Noc furnish
2 bdrm house 475 E Reed St Near
10th See F irst 246 3023 Morn &
fives

PAR ACUTE JUMP INSTRUCTION
Complete first jump course All
equipment furnished Special student
rates
Stevens Para -Lott, Oakland
Airport 569 5358

CLASS 3 Bdrm. APT. . ONLY ONE
LEFT AEK
Pool
911... deposit
return Iewly furnished 470 S 11th
267 7590

TYPING, E seer ienced, fast, also edit
Former
English tea, her
mop
244-6444 aft 6 Mary Bryner

Print Your Ad Here:
ICount Appro.

Il lilt irs and spaces for each lin1

Print Name

Phnn

Address
City

A F,P,11,"

SAN JOSE RESIDENCE CLUB
Exd fonl
Co-ed Just off campus
linen & maid serv Parking, color TV
Inside courtyard Beautiful, Run by
people who care Shared S2050 ME
293-7374
SIO wk
Meals optional

Four
APT. on S. 7th, 500 block
Flik Cappelloni 293-2958
students

BUSINESS GRAD
Concentration in marketing or sales
needed for position with a stable
national company Numerous benefits
No cop nee. Call for ppt 9 m
111 noon 379-4101

SHEREDDED FOAM RUBBER 35c per
pound
Any amount
Ph 293-2954

AN. SPRITE TOP (Mark 111 or Midget1 Brand new
S35 Icomperie to
$551 Call Bob 293 4806, between 5
7 pm

o

$200 STUDENT

MEN STUDENTS PRIvate Rm $50
my Share room, 525 me 146 S 10th
295-2035

Size 7 3/4 while
SELL HELMET,
Immaculate
$60 new, Sell for $35
Paul 287-7463

Minimum

$300 GENERAL

DANCERS TOPLESS. Wanted for full
or part time Amateur every Wed
$25 for winner
$15 for all part
1760 MTN VIEW -AL VISORD SUNNY VALE 730-1454)

HONDA 450. Perfect condition ’72
tags, extra pipes, helmet, Isybar,
shop manual $850 Call 5,11 245-4007

3 lines

COLLEGE

PEUGOT ’59 Station wag Runs Great,
$200 Cali 251-7766 evenings

II works
PANASONIC Stereo $65.
fine
I’m the one that’s broke. Paul
at 287-7463

r

SAN JOSE STATE

SPEECH AND LEARNING CENTER, SAN JOSE

TYPING
T L HMPAPERS, etc One
Wick from campus Reasonable rates
294-7033

’SI TR 4 A. Good ...ondition. $1200.
New Sony TC -20 car stereo cassette,
585 379 3359

SS FALCON 4 dr sedan $500 Call
286 0613, David Aft 6 pm

COLLEGE UNION BALLROOM
PRESENTED BY

REFINED, FURNISHED ROOMS. Ye,
Kitchen privileges, no smoking or
drinking 293-3088

ELECTRIC typewriter, Smith Cor Of Good condition
lice model 0315
New over $300. sacrifice $125. Call
294-3206 mornings

’II VW Bug, Exclt Coed Good tires
and WO, $1300 or make offer 298
0950 Vince

FRIDAY, MARCH 3, 1972 - 8:00 P.M.

ROOM AND BOARD and srlien ca.a,v
for female livein for help evenings
and or days 243-0399

13 FORD GALAXIE runs well New
tires, good brakes end interior $250
294-2092

KARMAN GHIA. Runs good.
Syuchromesh
trans ,
36 hp eng
Recently rebuilt $175 or offer/trade
Call 356-4468

STUDY TOURS, 13455 VENTURA BOULEVARD
SHERMAN OAKS, CA 91403 (2I3) 872 0032

$995

, Inc.
unit 5750

$30 Anodized Air Flow ski rick fits
Built-in locks used once
all cars
$25 297-0505 after 4-00

AUTOMOTIVE

Area

Tickets are $2 general
and $1 with an A.S. card.
They are available in the
Student Affairs Business
Office.

Sparta Guide
TODAY
POLITICAL SCIENCE ASSOCIATION,
3 30 p rn Business Tower 450r
ASIAN SISTERS, 7 30prn.CU Pa
checo Room Pions to discuss future
camping trip
?pm , Garden City Mathieu,
corner of Market and Post Speaker
will be Mr Bumbleberry. president
of Bumbleberry Enterprises Free
giggle sticks
PNI ETA SIGMA, 5 pm , Faculty
Offices 100 "Death of an Honor Frit
lernity." a celebration in reality
DELTA SIGMA PI, 730 p ,n, CU
Almaden Room
TOMORROW
SPARTAN SPEARS. 4 11 pm. CU
Pacheco Room
NATIONAL AUDUBORN SOCIETY, 6
pm Morris Dailey Auditorium Au
duboe screen tour, "Treasure of East
Africa," n rrrrr ed by Bower E Rudrud
PRIM, meet at KNTV, 5 10 pm Sign
up set the bulletin board outside the
Public Relations Office

SHAKLEE
ECOLOGICALLY SOUND
Home Cleaners (Basic H, L, etc I,
Food Supplements lInstant Protein)
Beauty Aids (ProteinizedShampoo etc )
John & Mary Rhoades 297.3866

PHOTOGRAPHERS ATTENTIONI Nude
models available for amateur & professional photographers 328.7071

French Bluegrass group
flick
i
entertains tonight

Luis Enamel’s film "Belle
du Jour" is this week’s offering in the Wednesday Cinema series
Catherine Deneuve plays
the title role of a woman who
tries to escape her sheltered
existence by working as a
prostitute in a brothel.
The film, probably
Bunuel’s most famous work,
will be shown at 3:30 and
8 p.m. in the C U Ballroom

.
’65 MUST ANG..nLi
clutch, tires. trans Eon
Call 738-4678

ANNOUNCEMENTS

let to Brussels with your bike, cycle through
Austria, Germany, Holland, France and
England; rcturn from London Nice hotels,
good Meals, European escorts lots of fun,

COP,

Job openings available
rhe city of San Jose has
announced openings for the
positions of administrative
assistant, personnel analyst.
equipment operator and apprentice carpenter.
A written exam for personnel analyst will be held
Saturday, March 11 at 8:30
a.m. in City Hall cafeteria,
801 N. First St The oral

VAGABOND BIKE
TOUR OF EUROPE

41*

SEND CHEEK , MONEY ORDER OR
CASH TO
SPAR 1 AN DAILY
CLASSIFIED,
SAN JOSE STATE
COLLEGE, CALIF 95114

Fn los d *5

Day

Deadline two days prior lo publication
Conseculiv. publication dates only
No refunds .in cam plled a.lc
PHONE 277 3175

SPARTAN
DAILY
CLASSIFIED
JC-207

277-3175

